We can prepare the garden and have the teaching space ready,
but you must walk through the door.
Master Kuthumi
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Update: Expanded Presence …
Dear Readers,
I once told you that we plan to come forward this year, that one way or
another we will come forward and have the necessary event.
Well, if your calendar looks anything like the calendar that we keep of
Earth's time, the end of the year is breathing very close. I am happy to
report not that we have settled anything firmly, but that we have one strong
possibility, one medium possibility, and one possibility that is more distant
and is, of those three that remain, our third choice.
I do not wish to go into details. But I will tell you that we're learning and
that we have learned a great deal about the way cause and effect (and I say
this with a smile) impacts us as well as those souls who are incarnating
within Earth’s fields.
We have discovered that we are now reaping the effects of a cause that we
sowed on our very own. At the sorrowful, deeply traumatic breakup of
Atlantis and the rupturing of so many relationships, we stepped back
deliberately to let humanity work out its own destiny without our daily, sideby-side presence. We have been with humanity always, but not with the
same intimacy as we were at the time of Atlantis when we were, literally,
neighbors, friends and coworkers.
We are now finding that we wish we had maintained a closer relationship so
that we did not fall into myth. Of all the relationships that were ruptured at
the time of the Atlantis breakup, it is our estimation that the angels fared
the best. Many people have consistently acknowledged the Angelic Kingdom
and their presence because the angels stayed as close as they could,
particularly with children. And when they touched children's hearts and
adults allowed children to continue to believe in angels, they grew up
believing in angels and knowing that angels were there.
We, on the other hand, stepped back quite far and we were very selective
and very distant in the way we guided humanity. We did not leave, we have
been there all along. We have worked with those with whom we were able to
work. We have taken life forms and walked among you – not as ourselves,
but as one of you. And now, looking back, it would have been a wiser
decision on our part to remain as present in human worldview as angels
have remained.
That decision cannot be undone. But it is a lesson learned and we would
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have you consider how that lesson might be applied in the relationships that
you have today, just as we are applying it with the relationship we have with
humanity. It is a lesson.
It is our belief that one of our three alternatives will materialize before the
end of the year. I cannot reasonably say more now. By next month,
hopefully, I will be able to report which one of the three we will follow.
Please keep us in your prayers as we work to find a means of having the
event that is needed by law for us to come forward.
Thank you,
Master Kuthumi
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The Panelist Group …
Greetings from the Panelist Group.
We welcome the readers of this website. We are very excited about the fact
that the number of readers is steadily increasing and the responses that are
received are very encouraging for us to continue using this way of
disseminating information and building bridges to you, our dear readers.
Today’s topic is “Wasteland” – you may wonder what made us come up with
that kind of topic.
Well ... for us the connotation of wasteland is not as negative as it might
sound for you. A wasteland is land, an area that is not used to its maximum
potential. It is an area that is in a neutral state of potential. It is on the brink
of experiencing an opportunity that is opening up; it is an area that awaits
patiently its turn to come after having had some challenging experiences.
It is an area that has much to tell.
An area with a lot of experience.
An area healing its wounds of the past.
An area ready for its new assignment.
Wasteland.
It is land that was wasted or could be wasted.
It is an area that has immense potential and opportunities.
Wasteland.
Can you see the bridge that I am seeing?
Can you see that you live in an area of great potential?
Do not waste this potential again.
Do not ignore the potential you have in your hands because it comes
camouflaged. It might not look so attractive; it might even look devastated,
dark, dull, completely uninviting to take a second look at ... but that is
exactly what we ask you to do, take a second look at those areas around
you and within you that are not pretty, areas that you would stay away from
if you could because you might be appalled by what you see, hear or even
experience there.
And I ask you, take a very good and deep look at those areas of negligence.
Take a good look at those wastelands around you, the physical, emotional,
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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mental, spiritual ones ... the wastelands in politics, education, religion,
economy and the like. Look at the wastelands, the untouchables of your
society and the global civilization, and change your perspective.
Approach those abandoned areas with the view of great potential.
Wastelands are great potentials.
Where everything had been wasted and is gone, there is room for new ideas
to root and spread. You will find a fresh slate there. Look at yourself as the
gardener of the wasteland. Look at the wasteland from the perspective of
your heart. Give the wasteland everything you own, everything you are in
total. Cultivate that wasteland. Revitalize it with your loving energy. And
listen to its story. Understand the pain, grief and sorrow of the wasteland.
Heal it with the love emanating from your heart.
You are the gardener, the caretaker of the wasteland. You understand it.
You can see the potential in it.
When you are ready, you will experience that you and the wasteland will
merge into one. When that happens, the wasteland is no longer a wasted
land but a land of opportunities. And above all, it is a land that was fertilized
by your love and care, by your vision of and trust in a prosperous future.
The gardeners are not only gardeners of the wasteland, they are the
caretakers of that land, the visionaries, the trustees, the land’s best friends
and allies. They can mobilize all the possible resources to turn that forsaken
land into the promised land that is referred to by all ancient civilizations in
various mythologies around the globe.
Do you see what I see?
Potential and opportunity.
Caring and loving of the unloved and unwanted.
Taking responsibility, taking courage, showing initiative and commitment to
being a gardener, friend and ally.
Go to your own wastelands first and understand that your personal and
unique wastelands are your biggest opportunities if and when you cultivate
and nurture them with the unique love that you radiate.
Once you have mastered that, with your help and commitment, every
wasteland around you will morph into the land of golden opportunities for a
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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new civilization to take form and shape.
And from this perspective, let us approach the topic of this month.
I thank you for your attention.
The Panelist Group
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Master Kuthumi ...
Having been asked to speak to you on the topic of wasteland as one who
assumes the responsibility of a world teacher,1 let my message be not of
wasteland in the physical dimension alone, but also in the spiritual.
Do not assume that we are referring only to the physical lands of the planet,
but to various dimensions and other worlds. We bring a message not just of
what is unusable or barren in the natural world, but in the spiritual realms as
well. Please understand that the topic of wasteland must also reveal the
whole of spiritual matter. We use Earth as an example because this is where
our focus lies at the present time.
Many of you have chosen certain paths because you feel this is the journey
you are to be on. We ask if this path “feels right to you.” You must
understand that there are swift changes coming to the planet that include
outer worlds and that certain changes are needed to allow the shift in
energies to expand each of our awarenesses.
We find that many of you are in the mindset of “no one cares, I’m alone,”
and that is far from true. We have been assisting you always. There are
many of you now recognizing that the guide or Master who has been working
with you thus far is now moving away to assist others and being replaced by
another. This new guide or Master will direct you further into the truth,
which is a natural process as we all move ahead in hopes of regaining
wasteland.
We find it important to have you look at the wasteland of your minds, areas
that are barren, unfruitful, without planning, showing no growth, and we ask
you to allow your Higher Selves to step up and assist in this divine call.
Consider, please, who is making choices for whom. It is many times the case
that others are making decisions for those who are seemingly helpless.
This unusable wasteland is also created through drug and alcohol abuse,
prostitution, domestic abuse, human trafficking and many other lowvibration attractions, and every individual must learn to make wiser choices
whether they are the victor or the victim.
Many fall back on the term “lessons” as an excuse to manipulate or control.
1

Given today’s communication technology, the Masters and Allies who disseminate new or revised
information via books, newsletters, websites or workshops are de facto world teachers. It is a
responsibility they take seriously.
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We ask that you learn to teach one another how to grow a garden that will
flourish and produce ripe fruits, both physical and spiritual.
Much of your wasteland both in the physical and the spiritual dimensions is
going to shift dramatically as you discover more of the qualities of life that
enhance your growth, whether personal or spiritual. These will be found by
searching your souls for the meaning of truth and love.
We find it necessary to assist you by teaching you to be an example of
unconditional love at the planetary level. It is important that you teach
others, and this is not done through judgment but through love.
All of humanity must begin to access the higher realms of consciousness and
begin to fertilize the wasteland with unconditional love and learn to love one
another. The desire to serve others comes from a heart of love and it is from
this heart of love that we ask you to begin showing others the way.
Master Kuthumi
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Ken’u …
Greetings. I am Ken'u, your friend and neighbor from Lyra. I have long had
dealings with your world, your peoples, many of them preparatory in nature.
So I would address yet another form of wasteland, which can play out on
many planes and dimensions, planes of the heart and the felt Earth,
dimensions of the mind and spirit … this wasteland is the wasteland where
and when the future does not become the past, the past it might have been
if only the future had been fully grasped and populated, fully lived, fully
realized. It is the wasteland of stillbirth, of potential unrealized.
There is much so-called empty space between solar and other systems
throughout the Greater Universe, between the constellations and the stars
everywhere, and even between the cells of your individual bodies. The
universe is teaming with space. And why is that? What did Source, in all its
great wisdom, have in mind in arranging Creation in such a matter?
For some it will be difficult to accept, but there are a few – very few, very
basic but unalterable – laws throughout the universe. These are cosmic laws
and one of them is that everything that comes into existence does so to
serve. And space – which includes spaces large and small, macroscopic or
minute – space is both the vehicle, the proving ground, and I might add the
playing field where the Law of Service plays out. The same occurs in many,
many worlds with the vector of time, but I will not go into that just now as
the topic this month is wasteland, which has more to do with space, be it
physical or psychic.
So let us return to space and consider it to be a place between being not and
being, and even a place between being and becoming, a place teaming with
possibilities, myriad paths to precipitate dynamically – there/not there –
POTENTIAL.
We, your Off-Earth Allies, often use that between-space to travel swiftly
between locales in a way that would be physically, in your nuts-and-bolts
understanding, virtually impossible. All creative artists, and that includes
advanced mathematicians and moms on a budget, enter that space, that
potential, that which might be, and draw it down into the dimension of that
which is, that which has become and continues becoming.
And so the wasteland in this respect is that which does not become, that
which is not realized, that future – that present too for that matter – which
does not see the light of day, does not get the opportunity to live and learn
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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and thus serve.
And I will give you another name for that wasteland, another manifestation
in human terms, whose name is regret. I would exhort you to avoid the
wasteland called regret by stepping into your full potential as a creative
being who is living at this very crucial time, a creative being who has chosen
to come here to planet Earth, and to be here now.
As you read this, as you populate your days, you are endowed with free will
to serve in whatever manner you choose. Do not waste this opportunity, this
tremendous power you have been given to contribute to the precipitation,
the implementation, in other words to the creation of the new time and the
new civilization, even now as the old one breaks down all around you. This
destruction is a clearing, a sweeping away of the old forms and ways of
being that no longer serve. It is a natural phase, part of a greater
progression, like the demolition stage in remodeling a house.
So do not contain your vision to the apparent carnage. Do not fall for the
apparent hopelessness and let all the man-made impasses and imbroglios
ensnare you. This too will pass, all of it.
Yes, there is no doubt a mountain of trash in the world. Humanity has lain
waste and polluted the landscape, both physical and beyond, through the
sensing and thinking and psychic dimensions. And yet, and this you can
count on, infinite potential awaits, an infinite capacity for building anew this
beautiful planet, for restoring her health and beauty and well-being.
So my personal advice to you is to look for the green shoots amongst the
rubble. Do not settle for a devastated life, a barren one, or even a
comfortable but wasted life based on what others would have you live out.
Drop all fear of insecurity and want. Find and sound your authentic note and
join the hundreds and thousands of lightworkers now forging the new
civilization. Some of them are in close proximity to you ready to be
recognized and join hands.
Take up the mantle, enter the space prepared for you. Playing your part will
contribute to a ripple effect throughout your community, your world and
beyond.
I hold out my hand and salute you.
Ken'u

(from Lyra)
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Master St. Germain ...
I greet you with a smile because I can see the puzzled expression on your
face: what does wasteland have to do with us, the Community of Spiritual
Masters? What importance do we give this term in relation to our work and
humanity?
Well, there is a lot of importance, be assured of this!
As you all know, new energies are gaining strength and visibility, getting
established, whose roots are reaching deep down, anchoring, solidifying and
connecting to the core of this planet, and whose role it is to usher in the new
civilization, the new era, also called the Golden Age.
I am currently working on transmutation in particular – transmutation from
the old to the new to allow the new consciousness to unfold. This
transmutational job of mine is quite voluminous and all-encompassing as it
involves any thinkable form, type or shape of change that you can imagine.
Everything and anything has to be transmuted to herald the start of the
Golden Age. Nothing can be left untouched. Everything has to be elevated,
to reach its highest potential, its highest form of existence.
This is my task. I am in charge of the transmutation of the old into the new.
And while I am working, I am assessing and qualifying the status of each
item, of each being, of each scenario on this planet to understand the effort
and the time it will take to complete this transmutation.
Nothing can remain in its old form or at its current vibratory rate for the new
civilization to be successful. Everything has to change for humanity to
awaken and take responsibility for a harmonious and peaceful future
cohabitation, co-existence with this planet.
Look around, look at your neighborhood, at your planet. Watch the news and
identify wastelands that are already visible – areas that are waiting for their
respective transmutation. These wastelands are currently undergoing a
thorough cleansing in preparation for their new guise and assignment.
Look at areas that are in turmoil – whether it be in terms of geography,
politics, religion, socio-economics, law, the environment, education – and
understand that these areas, too, have to undergo a transmutation before
they can rise again like the phoenix from the ashes.
A transmutation can take place harmoniously if and when the respective soul
has reached a level of consciousness that permits it to see further into the
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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future and it is willing to embrace the transmutation as a next logical step on
its evolutionary path. Then and only then is basically nothing wasted during
the transformational process and everything follows the divine order of
harmonious evolution.
But of course transmutation can also take place through upheaval and
chaos. This is the scenario that creates wastelands – areas that are no
longer in balance; areas that have to be wasted first, lying idle, sometimes
in agony, sometimes unnoticed, unwanted, empty. Then the cleansing can
take place as part of the transmutation that prepares for the awakening.
Wastelands – do you now understand the importance of wastelands? Could
you identify wastelands around you? Treat wastelands with respect, please.
They are important, they are necessary for the totality of this planet to rise.
It is with our joint effort that we as a cross-dimensional team can assist and
prepare wastelands for their transformational process. Think of that from
now on. The wastelands of this planet are changing their appearance and
formation. They are idle for a reason. The time of transmutation will be
shorter if we are all willing to assist them in a dignified and loving way to
undergo their transmutation.
What I am trying to say here is: I would welcome you and anybody else to
assist me in my work. Start with yourself and identify wastelands of any kind
and type. Approach them with respect and love. Connect to them.
Understand their current situation. Show empathy. Be available for them.
Give assistance. Realize that we are all in this transmutation together – all of
us.
Some experience an easier transmutation, some a more challenging one.
But in the end, we are all transmuted and rise up high. The wastelands have
served their purpose, everything is filled anew with divinity ... with love and
peace for Creation. Everything embraces then the new era, the Golden Age.
The path may be stony, it may be thorny and painful, but be assured that
there is only one outcome, one result: we will reach this Golden Age as a
group of enlightened souls – souls who have reached out to one another
along the stony path, who have encouraged and supported one another as
equals, as friends and partners in the new civilization to unfold.
I thank you for your willingness to walk with me at your side.
St. Germain
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Osiris ...
We who have come to assist humanity are pleased that you would trust us
and wish to work with us more closely. We appreciate this fact. I wish at this
moment to express my congratulations to humanity because you are about
to take a great leap forward into a journey that at first will appear very
difficult and nearly impossible. I, however, know that as difficult as this
journey into a new consciousness and a new civilization may appear, it is
after all what you, all humanity, have been working for these many millions
of years.
Yes, it has been a long journey that you have been on. It has been a difficult
journey. Humanity has suffered much on this journey but now it is time for
you to recognize that you can put behind you this period of struggle and
great sorrow. It is now time for humanity on this planet to be presented with
a new world. In this new world, you will happily build a new civilization that
will better fit not only the needs of humanity, but the consciousness of
humanity as well.
Humans have learned through much struggle that we cannot continue to
destroy each other and each other’s cultures. We cannot continue in this
world of warfare that is all about domination of others. It is time to work in
harmony and in group effort to make the world better for all. This is what we
mean by departing the wasteland that humanity has created.
The wasteland is a creation of humanity. It is what you have caused to
happen because you did not know who you are or where you are going. You
were blinded by the fogs of illusion. Being blind, you struck out in all
directions at whatever approached you and appeared strange and
unintelligible to you. Humanity was overcome with fear about what
surrounded it. This is understandable because of your inability to see
anything clearly: a fearful person with a lack of knowledge will strike out at
anything that comes too close. Thus, your world has in many ways been
destroyed by these constant conflicts. Now it is time to move on to a new
world with a higher level of understanding of who you are and where you are
going.
You will have teachers who will know where you are going and be able to
answer all your questions. This is what we call the new revelations. These
will be handed down from the Community of Masters and many others to
groups of their disciples who will transmit these new revelations to humanity
or at least to all those who are willing to listen.
The new revelations will open the minds of many who will be able to see
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clearly for the first time. Humanity will know that there is a logical move
forward and away from the destroyed past. There is a path that we must
walk down but it will be a very different path from the one humans have
experienced in the past. This new path will be filled with joyous occasions
because humanity will be rejoicing about their new understanding of all that
surrounds them. They will find there is much assistance and help coming
from many sectors that they could previously never have imagined existing.
Thus, evolution will be very rapid now and improvements will be made
quickly and easily if that is what you wish.
As always, humanity continues to have free will, but more and more,
humanity will recognize that when it receives help from the spiritual guides
who wish to work with you, there will be little reason to resist these new
ideas. Therefore, I am confident, very confident, that humanity is very soon
going to follow the plan of the Community of Masters because people will
come to trust their spiritual guides, and come to trust the messages from
the guides that will tell them step by step how to create a new civilization of
great abundance and great joy.
I am one who has seen this sudden change of consciousness take place on
other planets. There are many now who would assist you, who have also had
this experience, and they have come to help you. Follow the information
from your guides, take seriously the new teachings that will be coming to
you and all will be well.
I am Osiris.

(from Sirius)
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Master Hilarion ...
Our topic this month is wasteland. I prefer a definition that sidesteps what
I'm certain my colleagues have discussed, and that is the fact that there are
opportunities to be found in a wasteland. I would speak to the wasteland
that I deal with and it is a twist on the normal wasteland.
Normal wasteland definitions are connected, in my mind. Now there is the
wasteland that is a spiritually or emotionally arid and unsatisfying situation.
That is a legitimate definition, as is the definition of wasteland as a barren
land. And you see, in my mind, the two are inextricably combined when it
comes to the technology that could be released to humanity and is not being
released because we deem humanity to be in a state of spiritual and
emotional aridity. And that is unsatisfying to us even if it is satisfactory to
those who are experiencing it. I am talking about the spiritual and emotional
aridity that makes it, quite frankly, dangerous to release what is available,
to release that which could be put to great use by humanity if it were used
peacefully for the good of the whole.
So you see, what is barren and uncultivated is not the land, but rather a
vast array of possibilities for improving the environment of the planet, for
improving the environment for those who live within the planet's body. You
think of yourselves as living on the planet, as if the planet stops at ground
level and anything above ground level is on the planet. This is a common
way of viewing things. And I would tell you that as the new civilization
begins to emerge, you will discover that the planet is an energetic construct
that goes far beyond the ground you walk on and out into the
magnetosphere, an energy envelope for this planet.
So we can argue whether it is on the planet or in the planet, but the point is
that there is a barrenness when it comes to the technical possibilities for
improving life for this planet and life for the denizens of this planet.
Compared to what could be, what is can only be considered barren.
And this is because great strides must be taken to reclaim the wasteland
that has become the spiritual portrait of the human family on Earth.
We would like to see far less slaughter of members of the human family of
Earth. And we would like to see far more concern about the fact that the
slaughter proceeds. And those who have the potential of stopping those
committing the slaughter are busy posturing and mistrusting one another.
This is, perhaps, an unkind portrait. But I would say that there is a great
deal of frustration on our side that we have not yet been invited to come and
assist, and that there is so much that could be done, so very much that can
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be done if the citizenry stands up, cries out for light and reason, and asks
the leaders of the world, the political leaders of the world, I will simply say
to grow up.
Now I will end on something a little more positive than what I have been
speaking about and that is the incredible potential of the human family.
There is, untapped, incredible compassion and creativity, both of which are
divine attributes. There is, untapped, a commitment to work for the good of
the whole. You can look around and you can see and know those who have
realized that this potential is theirs and that this potential can be acted
upon. I believe that the readers of this website are very much in this latter
category. I am preaching to the choir.
You know that when light is brought to a situation and each side begins to
see the other's point of view, when light is brought to a situation and there
is a calming and there is trust to be had, small steps for trust and
restoration of a relationship that is sustainable, much can be done. We have
asked you repeatedly to start within your own lives and this we believe is
where to start.
So the good news is that you do know and you do understand, and the more
you practice what you know and understand in its most difficult aspect, and
that is within your daily life, then you are going a very long way toward
creating verdant patches within what might otherwise be nothing but a
barren wasteland.
I say that it is most difficult within your daily life because it is there where,
hour by hour, moment by moment, you encounter those situations that
cause pain, that create within you the desire for an angry response. It is in
your daily life that the light begins to win over the darkness of sorrow, of
anger, of judgment of others. It is in your daily life that that light begins to
clear the spiritual wasteland of humanity and extend the foothold of spiritual
wisdom that grows with every decision made in the light and made for the
benefit of the whole.
I thank you.
Master Hilarion
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Sirius Minor ...
I am quite happy to comment on this topic for it is a danger that any
civilization can be led to. It is the exact opposite of evolution and cultivation,
the exact opposite of peace and harmony. Under no uncertain terms do we,
your Off-Earth Allies, wish for this to befall humanity. This danger has always
the potential to spring up on a massive scale and devastate the entirety of
your civilization should the wrong actions be taken.
So I beseech you to take the time to understand this critical idea and to
completely avoid such an outcome. We have witnessed such outcomes in
other societies across the galaxies and do not put any energy towards this
outcome re-occurring at any time. We wish to see our brethren prosper, to
evolve, to grow and succeed, to become peaceful inhabitants of a truly
plentiful planet.
Guard your minds against the anarchy that may lead to listlessness, to a
state devoid of love and compassion for self and for others. You are all so
connected that any such state, whether in one’s mind and heart or in a
region on the Earth, will and does affect your prosperity. It pulls you down.
This should be plainly obvious to see. It pulls you like a black hole is said to
do and should be cautioned against with equal effort as is displayed in your
science fiction television shows.
The rate of evolution has thrust itself upon you and is moving forward at a
great, steady pace. It will not wait for those who are lost in this state of
mind, who are wandering in a wasteland of their own or creating one for
others. The vibrational rate will not support the transformation at hand. This
is a time to take stock of one’s state of mind.
These are rather serious words for a rather serious time in the history of
humanity. It is time indeed to sit up and take note, to cease from
unnecessary distractions and make accords. We are capable of offering aid
only within a certain degree of interaction. Humanity must be responsible for
its part in adjusting and stepping up to the plate.
Fertile ground and fertile minds are what we hope to see in your future.
Sirius Minor
(from Sirius)
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Lord Tabor ...
Our topic is wasteland, barren land. I prefer to say barren space. And that
space can be made barren and inhospitable on the physical plane, on the
etheric plane that extends beyond the physical and on into other
dimensions. That which is barren may not be seen at all, and chances are it
is not seen by the human family ... but it is felt.
Those who are sensitive to energies feel the difference between a barren
space on the dense physical and one that is vibrant. One who is sensitive
can enter a space that to the eyes and to the uneducated appears to be
lifeless. And the one who is sensitive can stand in that space and know full
well that there is vital energy in this space. That energy can be coming from
Mother Earth herself and that energy can be coming from the soil and the
rocks or, if you are in the desert, life can be coming from the sand and heat.
There can be a place on the grid lines of Mother Earth, a nexus, a crossing
that would appear for all intents and purposes to the outside world or to a
normal camera to be barren. Yet someone who is sensitive to energy can
stand there and say, “This place is alive! It is energy.”
Likewise, the reverse is true. You can have a space that is verdant, filled
with lovely green grasses and trees. Yet it can be barren. It can be a
wasteland and someone sensitive to energies would walk into this space and
say, “It is dark, it is unhealthy, it is lifeless.” The life that is missing is the
energy of light and love, the strength of the energy coming from within
Mother Earth to the surface, and the strength and energy coming from the
environment that humanity creates.
“Lifeless, barren” and “filled with life” can be quite deceptive descriptions if
all you are considering is the physical plane that you see with your eyes,
eyes that are not accustomed to seeing into the dimension where the devas
live. So when we talk of wastelands, it is very important to remember that a
wasteland is a created space. It can be created through the anger and
hatred and bickering and judging of humanity. No matter how green it is, it
is an energetic wasteland.
A wasteland is a created space. And if you believe that humanity has nothing
to do with it, has had nothing in any way to do with creating that space,
then you have misunderstood the concept of Oneness. Because if there is a
wasteland in any dimension connected with Mother Earth, humanity, in one
way or another, has a part in it. For we are One. We of Creation are One. It
is only a question of what part humanity played.
And, you see, this is good news and not so good news. The not so good
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news is that there is a responsibility. The good news is that where there is a
responsibility that is faced head on, there can be reparation. The wise ones
looking at this will understand that the partnership to effect repair is the
human family working together amongst themselves and then, with common
purpose, acknowledging the role of the devas, the builders, in helping to
effect the reparation. For if there is a barren space on the physical plane,
that barren space does not end there. It bleeds over into other dimensions.
This is simply fact.
What I would say about wastelands is that every human being, in one way
or another, has the capacity to sense the environment and know that in
spite of what the eyes report, there are other faculties that will enable you
to sense a true wasteland. When you do that and know that and can be that,
you have expanded your consciousness. Now the good news about that is
that you have expanded your consciousness to the point where you will
experience a unity and a joy with those areas of the planet that are indeed
rife with light and life.
That is the flip side, the capacity to sense all this is yours. It is yours by
birthright. Some people are more skilled at it than others. This is true. This,
too, is a birthright. It is a fact that there are degrees of sensitivity, but the
basic capacity is there.
Repairing wastelands, bringing life to a wasteland, bringing light to a
wasteland can be done in partnerships within humanity and in partnerships
between humanity and the Devic Kingdom. You will find then the true
beauty, the true vibrant life that can exist in every corner and cranny of this
planet. And there will be no wastelands here, not in the physical plane, not
in humanity’s emotions, not in humanity’s mental plane and not spiritually.
In the new civilization, when the new civilization flourishes, it will be possible
to eliminate wasteland. This is not a one-generation project. It is a multigenerational project and I would suggest that each of you will have multiple
lifetimes. But you see, the work starts now, and working together we can
eliminate every wasteland in every dimension associated with this planet. It
can be done and the first steps are taken now.
I thank you.
Lord Tabor.
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Master Djwhal Khul ...
I am the Tibetan Master. I would be delighted to comment on the wasteland.
Perhaps you have some thoughts already on what this may be regarding.
However, when we in the Community of Masters speak of the wasteland, we
are really speaking about how humanity is currently in a situation that must
be changed.
We are currently in the wasteland in the sense that we are in a period of our
evolution that is a difficult time. We are living at least two different lives.
Humanity has progressed, it has evolved along the evolutionary path and
important steps in civilization building have been made. At the same time,
the general consciousness level of the vast majority of humanity is still
occupied with the things of the dense physical Earth. Humanity is connected
with what is a very low emotional response to the physical planet.
What we Masters are saying is that it is time for humanity to move forward
as quickly as possible. This means building a totally new civilization based on
a higher consciousness or, you may say, a higher awareness of who you are
as a race of people. When you can do that, you can understand the needs of
this new civilization and you can move away from the wasteland where you
have been living and move into literally a new world.
It is not easy while you are immersed in this wasteland of illusion to see
clearly what is needed. It is very difficult to see what potential there is in
moving forward into a new state of consciousness. Therefore, the
Community of Masters has put out a great deal of energy in attempting to
put in place a new plan that will guide humanity as swiftly as possible into a
new world and a new civilization. This is absolutely crucial if human
evolution on this planet, the evolution of mind, spirit and body, is to take
place. You are now at that point where you are living by the rules of an old
and worn-out civilization or as the wasteland that humanity has created.
This does not mean that the old has not served a purpose in the past.
Today, however, the old, worn-out institutions can no longer take you any
further. The old institutions are blocking a clear vision of where humanity
needs to go. The past has now become the wasteland. It is worn out, it is
tattered and it is torn. It is battered and bruised from its many conflicts. To
stay on this worn-out battle field that has been destroyed by humanity’s
many battles, not only with one another but within yourselves as individuals,
is to block your evolution. The old matrix has been destroyed and it has now
come apart. It is time to build everything anew. Only humanity can build this
new world.
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You now have leaders of humanity who have a higher consciousness and can
peek over the top of the old fog clouds of illusion. You can now peek over
those clouds and in the clearer light of a new sun, you can see clearly what
needs to be done. These human leaders will lead humanity into the new
world that will be built quickly. Our task at the moment is to convince
humanity to step out of the wasteland and see clearly that it is worn out and
can no longer serve. It is time to move forward, not slowly but very briskly,
and trod the path that is now open to all.
This new path is lit with the light coming down from above that we Masters
have worked diligently to bring forward and flood the world with new visions
of a glorious new humanity. The light is on the path and the new plan is in
place and the only thing humanity needs to do is to step out of the
wasteland and on to the new, lighted path. It will guide you to your goal.
Remember that the other Masters and I, and many others who have come
into your world to assist, will walk with you to guide and protect all on this
journey. We hope only that with enthusiasm humanity will accept this offer
and move quickly.
The Tibetan Master
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Quan Yin ...
A wasteland in the heart of any person is a devastating state, especially
when there is always another manner of looking at life, another manner of
living life. For a healthy person does not suffer from tendencies to live their
life like this; they do not allow such static thinking to enter and stain their
state of mind and lead to the downfall of the heart. We, I, offer that a stance
of compassionate discourse with oneself will rid one of the unworthy
emotions and thoughts that may plague the heart and mind to turn against
itself.
Self-worth is extremely important to the development of the soul, for
without this self-worth, the heart and mind list and lag like a ship on a
stormy sea. To “anchor one’s heart” or to “firmly root one’s feet” are both
terms of great necessity.
We, I, recognize the epidemic of humanity who live this way in these days.
Wasted hearts have always been apparent with some through the ages, but
these days the gap has widened amongst those who feel this way about life
in general and themselves in general. It will be difficult to engender a point
of view to build a new and better future when one rests on their laurels or
grovels in their own personal wasteland.
We as a team strive to uplift those who hide in this shadow, for without this
upliftment they cannot see hope past stumbling in their own personal hell.
This suffering, at best, is often an unnecessary, self-inflicted condition of
confinement to a mental, emotional state that leaves an otherwise perfectly
capable soul spinning its wheels. There is no time left for this sort of
behavior. Evolution is speeding up and time will stand still for no one. No
one. It is evident that many do not understand or care about this, believe or
want to bother with this idea, but once fate unfurls its sails, they will soon
ponder with wider eyes and inquisitive minds as to just what is really going
on.
I offer my hand to those who will strive now to unfurl their brow and open
their hearts to new and brighter possibilities. You have the means to ask.
Just ask and I will answer your call. Humanity is not alone. We, I, am here
to help guide you, to chaperone you as an older sister, and it is my pleasure
to do so.
Thank you.
Quan Yin
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Venetian Master ...
The time is rapidly approaching when any concept of a wasteland will
become an idea of the past. All that supports evolution will be pushed
forward while all that does not will be swept aside. Beauty will take its place.
We of the Community of Spiritual Masters support the re-development of
any region or state of mind that may be defined as a wasteland of
unproductive negativity that stifles expansion. For the days ahead are wired
for a rapidly activated, multi-level course of expansion and evolution.
Humanity is in for an instant face-lift of all facets of its existence, supported
and fueled by love, compassion and brotherhood.
This statement alone should tell the reader that there is a great plan in
action, a great movement and cooperative plan to bring beauty into all
phases of existence. It is unfolding with your help. As to the rate of its
unfoldment, much depends on humanity’s responses to various events soon
to occur.
It is our hope that humanity with recognize the ancient ties and welcome its
brethren who hail from other regions of the universe much like citizens of
Earth who hail from other continents or countries. We are no different.
And we come to help humanity out of its wasteland, though few have the
eyes to recognize that this is indeed the general state of humanity. Many live
in a bubble, numbed by technology and their standard of living, while others
live in deplorable conditions ... slaves to many masters and without hope of
joy. Until every region of humanity can exist with awareness, fairness,
freedom and joy ... until then, we have work to do.
Our job is to raise the general vibration of humanity out of its current
situation, no matter what end of the spectrum one exists in, so that as a
whole, humanity is One. We care not for one to prosper unfairly over the
unfortunate situation of another. The wasteland of the heart cannot be the
master over the wasteland of situation.
The generations of acceptance to these various versions of wastelands hold
them to the core ... but I say again, this is about to change. The emotional
wastelands are about to get an upgrade and power-washing. As awareness
is raised as to the state of general malady, then so shall the conditions of
physical wastelands be altered. They too will be resurrected to a state of
beauty and order.
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The challenge to humanity is no small task. I urge you all to prepare
yourselves, for change is on hand and afoot. Prepare yourselves for an
onslaught of transformation to pull all out of their wasteland of life. The
timing has come none too soon.
The Venetian
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Arctan ...
I greet you! I am Arctan of M17.
Nothing is wasted – please let me say that right at the beginning.
Absolutely nothing.
Everything has its very own and unique purpose.
It is up to the viewer to understand, find and see that very purpose.
When I was asked to come to this planet to render assistance together with
other members of the Off-Earth Consortium, it was supposedly a wasteland
in the eyes of some ... but in the eyes of those who volunteered, it was the
biggest challenge and opportunity that we could possibly have imagined and
embarked on!
Yes, it was called a wasteland by some and a wasteland it was to those who
could only see this planet from one particular angle with one particular
attitude. But this attitude was not ours, was not mine. I loved the
assignment. I loved the opportunity to assist in the evolutionary process of
this planet called Earth.
I love wastelands.
I love getting involved with assignments that seem tricky and challenging –
even assignments that could be called “no-hopers.” I love to rekindle the
light in souls who try hard to move forward but experience setbacks. I love
planet Earth.
Wastelands are not what you think they are. Wastelands to me – and believe
you me, I have encountered many in my lifetime – wastelands to me are
dormant opportunities; their divine sparkle is overshadowed and when they
ask for assistance, it comes from the bottom of their hearts. And this is what
happened with your planet. Mother Earth asked for help. Those in charge of
her – or better, collaborating with her – agreed in sending the request to
their Allies and we honored the call and came.
My heart is still overjoyed that I have the opportunity now to talk about this
to you, and while you are reading my words, you will also feel your vibratory
rate increase as I am embedding my frequency in the words of this
message. My scribe is experiencing exactly the same phenomenon at this
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time, an excessive amount of energy running through the physical body,
widening the heart chakra and surrounding area, resulting in an emotionalenergetic high at the moment.
Yes, we can make you feel and participate in our joy when we talk about a
topic that is so very dear to our hearts. This planet is very dear to my heart.
It has been dear to my heart for a very long time since I am one of those
who is protecting it during the nurturing process that we were asked to
perform. We are a team of beings with different roles and responsibilities
who have been looking after this planet since we received the call to help.
So here I am still, embracing this planet that was looked at as a wasteland
by some. I am embracing this planet with my unconditional love. I am part
of its evolutionary process and I am honored by this fact.
Please, dear reader, feel my joy and gratitude running through your veins
now ... feel my excitement and love pulsating through your body. I see the
beauty of this planet – I always saw it – I always will. And this beauty that I
see and the love that I have for this planet, I would like to share with you, I
would like you to vibrate at this heightened frequency and anchor this
frequency inside yourself as you are a being of this planet. Cultivate this
planet with your love. Cultivate this planet with the frequency that is now
anchored inside you – this frequency of love and peace, of joy and gratitude
towards this planet you call Earth.
If you could see your light, your soul light now, the light you are emitting
that reflects the level of love and gratitude that you have right now for this
planet to assist it on its path, you would be amazed. You are the guarantors
now to keep this light, this peace of this planet going ... you are in charge of
it. It is your responsibility to preserve this planet in its achieved glory and to
prevent it from turning into a wasteland again.
You hear me. It is your responsibility now. You have experienced the
sensation of my energy running through you. Please maintain it and you will
always be closely connected to the welfare of Mother Earth. You and she are
One. One cannot be without the other. And by being closely together, tied
together, morphing together, you nurture each other. You care for each
other. You love each other. You are at peace with each other.
There are no wastelands, only missed or dormant opportunities. I am your
friend. I am protecting the nurturing cycle of this planet until it is stabilized
and able to support itself. You are now part of this cycle and connected to
my loving energy for this planet and its beings. You are awake now. You and
I are linked in love and peace to assist this planet to stay alive and well. The
opportunity has come.
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The opportunity is here.
No more wastelands – only opportunities to honor and safeguard.
I am your friend, Arctan. And I thank you for this opportunity to connect
today.*

*
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